PEOPLE AND POETS	n
for voice and memory; knowledge of good songs and a clear
enunciation are the chief qualifications, and these confer local fame
on a fortunate possessor. Out of remembered phrases it is easily
possible to frame a new ballad. In the Faeroe Islands, similarly,
there were bonders who took special interest in conserving and
creating ballads; their names are given by Hammershaimb. In
many cases, specialization has been due to a physical misfortune;
above all, blindness. The Spanish word 'ciego* (blind man) readily
connotes 'street-singer5, and these unfortunates have their own
poets, to supply new ballads about bull-fights and sudden deaths.
'Teiresias and blind Maeonides5 have many descendants to this
day. Lameness is implied by the Russian term 'kaleka5, which is,
apparently, the modern derivative of 'kalika*, 'pilgrim5, which
implies another kind of specialization. One may go on reciting
such semi-professional titles: Sidney's 'blind crowder5, 'minstrel',
'jongleur5, 'juglar', 'histrio5, and 'skomoroh'. They show that the
making of the people's ballads was in competent hands, though not
confined to a closed class. The Montenegrin 'guslari5, with his
recognized position in the small patriarchal society, enjoys a marked
repute. In somewhat more glowing and imaginative terms, the
Russian minstrels have spoken of the minstrelsy of the hero
Dobrynja at the court of the Golden Prince Vladimir of Kiev:
The little minstrel paid no heed to their words,
the little minstrel took no notice of their words,
then burst into speech the little minstrel:
*Ah thou Vladimir, royal Sun of Kiev!
where stands our place, reserved for the minstrel ?'
Then answered Vladimir, royal Prince of Kiev:
'Your place, reserved for minstrelsy,
is at the stove there, behind the stove.'
The little minstrel was not squeamish about that place,
but jumped upon the glazed oven.
Then he played on his furious gusli
even on that glazed oven;
Dobrynja played in the manner of Kiev,
and played in addition in the manner of Tsargrad,
concerning the old and the young
he played, naming their names.
All those at the tables fell a-wondering,
all to his playing gave closest hearing,
all those at the tables burst out saying:

